SCALES:  all major keys, 2 octaves

SOLO:  2 minute work of candidates’ choice
   Recommendations include
   Any solo from editions by Zimmerman, Sankey, or Drew
   Eccles Sonata
   Marcello Sonatas
   Vivaldi Sonatas
   Capuzzi Concerto in F major
   Dittersdorf Concerto
   Koussevitsky Concerto

ORCHESTRAL EXCERPT:
   Recommendations include:
   Any excerpt used for Florida All-State auditions
   Beethoven:  Sym. #5, #9
   Brahms
   Mahler Sym. #1, solo from 3rd. mov’t.
   Mozart:  Eine Kleine Nacht Musik, Marriage of Figaro, Magic Flute
   Wagner:  Meistersinger

SIGHT-READING PROVIDED AT THE AUDITION